
Jewgeni A. Fjodorow & Hans-Joachim Müller - the question of 
Germany´s sovereignty - 2nd talks 27th of September 2020 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGSQqIlMsqY 


JAF - Jewgeni Alexejewitsch Fjodorow - he is very close to PUTIN!!

Yevgeny Alexejewitsch Fjodorow (Russian Евгений Алексеевич Фёдоров; born May 11, 1963 in 
Leningrad, Russian SFSR, Soviet Union) is a Russian politician, member of the State Duma of the 
Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, member of the State Duma-6, 2003 to now 
Committee on Budget and Taxes, member of the Central Political Council of the United Russia 
Party, real State Council of the Russian Federation, candidate of economics, [1] coordinator of the 
Organization National Liberation Movement. [2] [3]

HAJO - Hans-Joachim Müller daily news show "TAGESKORREKTUR" (daily correction) 
He is a senior patriot from SAXONY (eastern Germany) He was already engaged in 1989, when 
the "wall came down".

Hans-Joachim Müller together with his college „Daniel“ they are giving all background info about 
NWO - players at the positive side and the negative side, etc.

Also whats going on in USA and in the world! Every evening 7:30p.m. for one hour they are giving 
"the daily correction" of all the different mainstream media! 

They are the patriots to introduce German Empire history to a bigger audience, approx. 200.000 - 
300.000 (we don´t know exactly, as the numbers on youtube are questionable)


Trans skript: The discussion was held in Russian and German language. The Russian part of Mr. 
Fjodorow was translated into German language by a woman, who attended in the meeting. 
Undersigned did his best to translate exactly word by word. Whenever the translation of the 
Russian original was difficult to understand in German language, undersigned articulates within 
the context of the meaning.


00:10 - HAJO	- I made some notes but we do not need to follow that.   *******   If you do not want 
something to be released in the public domain, please let me know it.   ********   Just tell me what 
shall be private.
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00:45 - JAF	 - All question can be published there is no restriction!


00:55 - HAJO	- Thank you. Last time we have discussed about the occupation administration of 
„FRG“.   *******  Now we can follow the history. In the „FRG“ the occupation administration was 
built up by CIA, Mossad, MI6 and by the „NAZIS“.  *********


01:46 - HAJO	- We in the „Demokratische Deutsche Republik - DDR“ (East Germany) have been 
lucky that in DDR none of such organizations have been in power.   *********    But Mr. 
Gorbatschow has sold out the DDR,     *******    namely all 17 Mio. inhabitants for approx. 3 Bill. 
DM (German Marks).       **********      Does Russia feel responsibility for the citizens of the DDR?


02:44 - JAF	 - Interesting question -   ******  before that I want to say that Gorbatschow did not 
just sell DDR but als the Soviet Union - maybe in exchange for the advertisement rights of the 
„PIZZA“.   ********   The phenomenon Gorbatschow is that he somehow managed to come up from 
the bottom supported by „America“ and foreign agents in order to destroy the Sowjet Union. It 
can be that the roots of that story somehow lies in the occupation time of his relatives in 
„Staropolsky“.  


04:11 - HAJO	- How stand todays Russian to this [DDR] population for whom they still have the 
right of the allies.     *******


04:32 - JAF	 - This theme I will reason -     *******        Gorbatschow has accepted a medal for the 
destruction of the Soviet Union, that was a medal for the victory in the „cold war“ so to speak in 
the USA!     ********     Gorbatschow signed a row of documents which he had no rights to do so. - 
The rest unfortunately we lost - ********


05:36 - HAJO	- The Soviet Union I believe signed what Gorbatschow signed in the 2+4 treaty 
[Reunification of Germany in 1989].      **********


05:52 - JAF	 - Gorbatschow signed a row of documents which he had no rights to do so. Indeed 
for the liquidation of some organs of the Soviet Union.      ******     To the renunciation of particular 
territories, the constitution did not provide him such rights to do so.     ******     That will be solved 
judicial - overtime.     ********        And now to the relations between „FRG“ and Soviet Union.       
******     The Russian Federation per se has taken over the rights from the Soviet Union.     ******** 
And in the last referendum which took place two and a half month ago the Russian Federation has 
approved to be the successor of the Soviet Union.       *********        According to this we are 
acknowledged as the successor of the Soviet Union since two and a half month.      ******     And 
according to this we take responsibility for the position of the Soviet Union in the territory of 
the FRG.       *******     It will take some time until legislation will be made conform with the 
constitution.       ********      And according to this I will suggest as allowance in kind, and I hope 
that my suggestion will be accepted, 


that the Soviet Union will suggest that the war in [with] Germany will be finished!


08:26 - JAF - And I will in favour of that also suggest that the allied powers pull their armed 
forces, the Russian armed forces have been pulled, the American are still there although they are 
pictured as NATO forces. I will submit this proposal.       *******       According to this after 75 years 
WWII should be finished in Germany and Germany should be effective as sovereign country as all 
other countries. 


09:37 - HAJO	- This is my wish       *******     my will to!       *********     This concerns the future of 
our homeland.     *******


09:51 - JAF - This is Germany will go into the future and and occupation cannot last forever 
somewhen this condition has to be finished.     ********   


10:13 - HAJO	- By law 60 years       *********
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10:18 - JAF - We are already ahead.     ******      It is so that the administration is controlled by 
Washington and not by Berlin although Germany is a member of NATO.        ******       The 
reinstitution of the sovereignty will lead to the reinstitution of the national course.       ******        
And this will be essentially different to the course of the occupation power USA which they 
execute on the territory of Germany.  


� 


11:32 - HAJO	- one question - or description of the status.       *******      We have been simply 
taken over in the year of 1990      ********      by an administration which has no connection 
whatever to the people of „Saxonia“, „Thuringia“ and „Mecklenburg“       ********      everywhere 
rule Lord Mayor from „West Germany“,       *********     selected by „Bilderberg“ [https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilderberg_meeting], CFR and „Atlantikbrücke“.          *******      This means 
the DDR people are not at all represented in the administration of this countries.        *******       
And this has to be considered, as we „East Germans „ have a very different thinking about the 
Russians.        ********


13:00 - HAJO	- let us come to a state in Germany - Opinion of the Germans        *******      In 
general it can be said that the West has no big discrepancies with Russia, there is the status that 
Putin is accepted by approx. 60% to 70% of the population.         *********        In the DDR [former 
east Germany] this is much higher.          **********          To USA in the DDR population there is only 
acceptance for the side which is represented by Trump.        ******      The other side is basically 
rejected, everything which has to do with the ELITE of the USA.      ******         In the West there is 
almost 100% rejection of Trump      *******       but this is done by the media      ********        and an 
acceptance Pelosi / Clinton / Comey FBI, CIA and old administration        ********        at the same 
time the West has forgotten or forget it consciously       **********      that before Trump only wars 
have been fought, every year wars       **********         and for the first time now under Trump the 
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danger of war is finished and they talk about peace treaties.        ***********       If there where 
elections, than for sure Merkel and Pelosi willll be elected       *********         people are not that 
advanced that they realise how it is controlled, where war and peace come from - They are simply 
blinded by the media.     *************      Is this state approx. familiar to you?     ********    Yes - Good 


16:32 - HAJO	- However the world is changing these days      *********    the nervousness within 
the whole population is increasing      *********       especially in the West        *******       it relates to 
the money      ********        it relates to the economy        ********        you know that Russia this year 
surpasses us      ******      it relates to this „strange“ virus        ********          where Putin wanted to 
sell the medication in front of the UNO      *********        10 minutes was this     *******        was this 
Putin?      *********         


17:39 - JAF - Selling medication?


17:43 - HAJO	- no the man standing there    *******      he looked so young and fresh         ********      


17:54 - JAF - Good school which Putin learned in the DDR [Putin lived some years in Dresden] 


18:07 - HAJO	- What about the virus, in America Florida finishes any measures     ********     in 
Belgium they finish    ******   in Germany and Austria always more pressure is exerted onto the 
population        ***********         in Germany behind this backdrop       ********         they try to built up 
the United European States [USE]        *******          do you notice that?    ********


19:11 - JAF - we want to start with the virus      *********           we assume that this virus is 
handmade / manmade - this can be considered as over 200 laboratories have been working on 
such weaponry         **********         but the most important, although it is manmade it is an illness!         
********        it is exactly the question of power it turns out      *********         how would have fought 
the people 100 / 200 / 500 years before us the virus        ********       they would have imposed a 
quarantine      *********        and the peculiarity of this illness is, that a two week quarantine is 
sufficient        *********              so the problems related to this virus could have been solved in 
February      ***********           and now we could forget about the virus and quietly prepare 
medication for future outbreaks      *********         


20:19 - HAJO	- Yes but the mask has really no meaning if it is a virus, which has been 
manufactured      **********  


21:31 - JAF - the mask has nothing to do with quarantine       ********         a part of countries like 
China, Vietnam, Thailand did it exactly like this - they made a short quarantine and now they do 
not need masks, they do not have sick persons.        *******           this word quarantine comes 
from Venice and it was already 500 years ago on record      *********          and now we have health 
organisation in USA which are all controlled by Bill Gates and they decided that the illness shall 
only be slowed down by wearing the mask and by lockdown to slow down the economy and so to 

preserve and slow down the course of disease.         **********              and for this reason it is the 
direct decision of the American powers the prolongation of this virus strategy       *********         and 
it is also compulsory for Germany        *********           you could also do it differently     *******


24:01 - HAJO	- But WHO said today that the masks do not make sense, they do not help - 
TODAY!        **********  


24:13 - JAF - this is the technology of the health organisations of Bill Gates, this lockdown, this is 
the slow down,  the social distancing - you could solve it differently, i.e.  like China.      *******


24:50 - HAJO	- Good, I do not take this virus seriously      ********        it is essentially less 
dangerous than all other illnesses 


24:13 - JAF - 500 years they had no masks but the quarantine      *********
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25:10 - HAJO	- Yes - good, we do not need to talk about this story, there is enough resistance 
against this „muzzle“       ********      there is no death rate which fits to it        *******        I do not 
consider this as a problem between Germany and Russia         *********      


25:50 - JAF - this is a question of the competition of different nations and when there is a 
possibility to weaken a state than this possibility is used and so it happened under the lead of Bill 
Gates      **********       


26:30 - HAJO	- lets come to more important - money and economy             **********       


26:36 - JAF - money is the reward of the power          *********    when the Americans entered the 
German territory in 1945 they introduced the rules how the German Mark was established       *****          

it was prolonged as the Euro is the successor of the German Mark and the USA will do everything 
that the EURO is not in the way of the US$ as they make a lot on money with it.      *********        
this is the money as the reward of the power which was invested by the Americans in 1945 and 
why should they give in this power until the Germans will retrieve it by force?          ********            


28:05 - HAJO	- Good, but this is not the power of the Americans but private persons!      *********


28:13 - JAF - in this case it is diplomatic help from Russia        *********        and now it is clear 
that there is no reason for the American control in Germany        *********        

28:35 - HAJO	- Good, now Mr. Trump has taken the FED into the state [under the treasury]         
*********          it is not a private bank any more       ********       that means Trip also works on the 
sovereignty of the USA      **********          I assume he will be reelected - no - I know that he will be 
reelected        ************         only after that the politics will become interesting      **********          
the politics in financing           ********          and the GEO politics       *****        still today every 
president of America has difficulties when he want to foster friend ship with Russia.       **********

The media of USA which have the same owners as the banks     *******          bring daily hatred of 
Russia into the brains of Americans since 100 years      **********          if a president now speaks 
out friendly      ********         he will be a target of the newspapers and T`V, all controlled through 
England     ********        smaller exceptions make FOX and Breitbart    ********          but in the 
Internet exists a completely different description of the relation to Russia         ***********            the 
awakened mankind in America       ********         know that the Russians are not the enemy        
**********        but those who controlled the world up to now    *********        so I consider a making of 
more friendly encounters between Russia and America is possible    *********           I will help with 
that      ********       because the Russian never was the enemy      ********         how we have come 
into the first world war we can discuss at a later stage     **********          Putin was right in saying 
please forget these past discrepancies          **********                     


32:20 - JAF - when we talk about state competition we have to talk about colonial states and  
that only 10% of the states are colonial states and these are actually bandit states which take 
their colonies to the cleaner's           *********       and so this ideology or the relation to other states 
is arisen. If you rob somebody you cannot have a good relation to him.      *********         And 
thereby it should be demonstrated that Russia, China or India are idiots or animals. This animal 
term was discovered / applied in England         ***********          The Russian art of state was always 
meant to be defensive,      *********       a different principle           *********          an so the people 
within the soviet empire could keep their own identity. For many people Russia has developed 
writings like for „ADG“ or in the Baltic Republics.        *********         And therefore this huge empire 
arose where many people flew under its protection.     


35:46 - HAJO	- Yes, I would be glad if we also would be under this shield!


35:54 - JAF - thats how it turned out      *********    Russia, Armenia, Moldavia also came to Russia 
like this. 


36:05 - HAJO	- we are still to far from this 
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36:08 - JAF The people just wanted to save themselves. And there are different constructs of  
states,         *******       and as a consequence Russia isn’t a threat this isn't a method of Russia.      
*****      this is a defensive state       *****       in the Russian ideology all men are equal - all the 
same in a „bunker“ [shelter]      ********          and for the English and the Americans other nations 
are a  source for their own prosperity    *******          And therefore the criticism from England 
against Russia exists since the times of „Ivan the terrible“.


37:17 - HAJO	- this is the „Herzland-Theorie“ [hardland-theory] I know this.     *******       Later on 
it went on and came from America, Brzezinsky, Kissinger     *******             


37:34 - JAF - let’s see the sources of the American states income which comes 75% from foreign 
territories.       ******     and there are 800 military bases all over the world to secure that income

     *********     income of Russia comes from their internal resources within their territory we do not 
need any armed forces outside      ******   if we follow this logic - when we observe the logic of the 
behaviour of the states, we can understand the behaviour of Trump and also other governments.       
**********           and we can also understand the relation of the Oligarchs to the American state, 
they are the employer [remark - should mean consultant] of the American state.       ******       
They submit to the American state, but they are also their chieftains.        ******                    

The dollars which are printed by Rockefeller and Trump are controlled by the American state and 
are approved under the control of the American state.         *******         According to this logic the 
Americans are to be seen as competitors to England     ******        and therefore the USA together 
with the Soviet Union liquidated the English empire here        ********         and the British pound 
which previously made 50% of the worlds turnover make now approximately 15%       *******        


40:31 - JAF - but we go back to Germany     ******        and the most important is that the 
Germans get back own rights      ******     and enter into the world with own state and own 
interests       *******         and so we come to the Munich address of Putin where he suggested to 
transform the unipolar world to a multipolar world.       ******        This is a suggestion to 
Germany to act as a free and independent country.         ********  

41:26 - HAJO	- You made this suggestion to the „FRG“ [the registered company] which does not 
belong to the German people.     *******       the „FRG“ is the occupation's administration 


41:42 - JAF - There is Germany      ****     and of course there is a collaboration power in the FRG     
*****     but this is not a power of American people it is a power of Americans on the German 
territory.      *****        And the mayors in the „DDR“ [East Germany] are also placed by Americans.         
*****     But this is the choice of the German people what power they have.  ******  And we observe 
the German people with astonishment that they suffer this occupation power for so long. 


42:42 - HAJO	- It start just now      *******        the Germans are always very slowly     *******       
when the problems become very huge they react.       ******         We know this from „Versailles“    

******           the German Empire is forming an opposition      ********        it is almost not visible in 
the administration of the „FRG“      ******     now we come to a question to this opposition      *******       
Schirinowsky once said when the German people call we help      *******        I want to ask who 
shall call and how many shall call?


44:08 - JAF - We want to define the word „people“.      *******         People is the majority of the 
population, that’s the first    ******        second Schirinowsky is right, but Putin also talked about 
when he talked about multipolarity     *******      that what you name opposition is the national 
liberation process         *******      and the theory of the process means     ******    that within the 
power must not be a single representative except secret service agents.      *******         Because 
the power comes from the American deputy or from the German people.       ******       And in the 
power of the American deputy must not be any representatives from the German people, 
according definition.       ******    And therefore the power is taken over spontaneously, sometimes 
there are these national liberation movements - or there are also some other designations -      
********     and the condition of such a liberation are dictated by outside factors      ********        and 
the responsibility of Russia for the occupation regime in Germany after the war is also 
included   ******     hence it is so when Russia now demands that the occupation in Germany 
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shall be finished and the armed forces shall be removed including American, than exactly it 
happens that the power falls to the German people.        *******        And this world which Putin 
actually navigates by carrying out the Shanghai agreement with India and China he tries to bring 
about the event. That will be a world event - that is not enough because the world in America is 
unipolar, this will not allow an event - so that is wanted by Putin that this world event now comes 
about.     ********     And in Russia there is yet a card and that is atomic weapons, thereby that will 
be assured.     *********    And that is a condition for the destruction of the „unipolar world“ in 
which the liberation of Germany is included!  *******  AND THIS CAN HAPPEN ANY MOMENT      
******       The events in Belarus could lead to this.     ******       Now there is war between Armenia 
and Azerbaijan this could als be a trigger.     ******     Because according to international law 
Belarus, Armenia and Azerbaijan are states which are illegal, according to the laws after 1945 they 
do not exist!         *******       And therefore they are non-viable like all the other 200 countries of 
the world, they are not able to exist without the support of the USA.        *******        And this is a 
theory nothing personal, the liberation of Germany can happen any moment, when the 
composition of different powers make an impact.       ********       And the German people and 
the opposition as you called it shall be ready to take over this power, that falls at their feet. 

50:28 - HAJO	- Good - I followed up many many elections in the „FRG“.      ******       Today it is 
absolutely meaningless to think about to achieve anything at all through an election without 
international control.        *******      Because the elections from the preparation through the media, 
through the administrations, through the parties are so faked that anything else appears except 
the will of the people.      ******      Therefore for us Germans there is only one way.    ******       The 
future can be discussed differently but the begin.    *****       This is returning to the law of the 
German Empire - „2nd German Empire - the Emperor“.        *******        There we had a constitution 
from 1871 and all „NATIONS“ [the German Empire was a federal state formed by 26 German 
nations] had  a constitution which lies before.      *******       Thereby we would have a legislative 
system for the state    ******     We all know that the first world war is not over     ****      it „ended“ 
with the „Potsdam treaty„ [Potsdamer Vertrag]     ******      how do you feel about the German 
Empire?  


52:40 - JAF - haha - Good neighbour  


52:44 - HAJO	- This in not an absolute monarchy - there are boards in between


52:50 - JAF - It is a good neighbour relation, Russia has received many skills      *****    the logic of 
the Russian state is so that we get along with all neighbours       ******      The development comes 
from inside,       *****    in England it comes from outside. That creates the desire for different 
conflicts. And this is the logic of the different constructs of states.        ********       Lethes 
remember how the „DDR“ power fell       ******      there was police, government body     ******      
and in one day everything was gone       ******         after that it was only changing the persons, 
institutes    *******       the victory [unclear - of Not and] of the opposition will happen exactly like 
this in Germany      ******     


This will happen in one day, when the conditions for that are ripe! 
But that means that the German people and  

the opposition shall be ready for this!    

       

54:26 - JAF	 - [unclear - the peculiarity of hardship?] it isn´t the cooperation with other countries 
but a coalition of different states agains one enemy.      *******       And this is a theoretical 
observation these are not suggestions.       *****      You have to intensify the cooperation with 
different scenarios, liberation movements with Russian, with Chinese, Indian.    ******     You have 
to know exactly what you want and how to achieve it.        *******        


As for the German collaborators, they are gone within one day. And 
they will run away and explain that they have been masked agents 

of the German people. 
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55:50 - HAJO	- In the German Empire we are many NATIONS, it is not like there is ONE GERMAN 
PEOPLE.      *******        There are the Saxons, Prussian, Bavarians, Würtemberger and so on….       


They are all peoples of their own! 
and they have allied themselves IN the German Empire. 

Forever. 

56:28 - JAF - But the borders of that Nations have been defined after wars.       *****       On the 
planet earth territory is limited, its a ball.      ******      Each millimetre is partitioned.


56:57 - HAJO	- Yes over here as well!


57:00 - JAF - And the borders of the people were first cultural and than in brutal wars     ********        
wherein the people had to defend own territories and own nations.


57:18 - HAJO	- I only have an idea to send to Russia     *****     because we need valid law    *****     
beyond this eighty thousand laws comprising American and English imbecility.      ******     Now a 
question to it.     *****    There are some private persons over here      *******     they have appointed 
themselves to monarchs.        ******        The question is not absolut important, I just have to know 
it.      ******       Did you ever here from the “grand duchy Mecklemburg?       ******      Or from the 
„Königreich Deutschland“ [kingdom Germany] - what else, some smaller private associations, 
which permanently publicly announce in our media that the have contracts with the Russian 
Americans. 


58:50 - JAF - with Luxembourg we do have a tax agreement 


59:04 - HAJO	- it s not important , I just wanted to know.         *******      It is not important for 
Russia and not important for the Empire.       ******      But there are legitimate monarchs     ******      
like the king of Prussia, king of Saxons, Prince Reuss     ******      these nations or sovereigns     
*****     they are state when they declare it!       ******       But what happens, if they declare 
something like this?     ******       Than NATO comes!      *****      This has to be thought through!      
*******         


1.00:04 - JAF - The international law      ******       the nations which exist right now have been 
different      ********       like the human changes so also the nations are changing     ****    they 
disappear, split up, new nations are borne    ******      therefore according to international law it´s 
not the wishes of people or monarchs, but serious military processes      *******      Bismarck 
creates this empire with blood and iron     ****     and all states have been created with blood and 
iron.  


1:01:00 - HAJO - yes but not internally      ******      blow and iron against France and Rome


1:01:13 - JAF - all nations have been created with blood and iron      *****    its the world wars 
which have constructed this


1:01:27 - HAJO - but - my country the kingdom Saxon exists     *****     and it is occupied since 
1918     *****      first by Rome    ***     this is called „Republic of Weimar“ [Weimarer Republik]     
****    a company    ****     followed by Hitler     *****   and than the Russian     ******  and again a 
company      *****     and now we want to return into our freedom       *****  with our king     ******   
because back than we felt best in the whole world 


1.02:24 - JAF - but this is the position [unclear] of the nations, which have been created after 
second world war, like Czech and Slovenia split up       *****   each German nation should decide 
about their own format      ******     according to the rules but also about the constitution      *****    


1:02:57 - HAJO - thanks I like that and thats enough.   *****   now something different      *****       
as a citizen of DDR can you get a Russian passport?
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1:03:20 - JAF - so you mean citizenship   ******     yes thats possible     *****       that's done in 
Russia    ******     when Gerard Depardieu [French actor who received Russian citizenship] made it, 
why should someone else not make it?  


1:03:43 - HAJO - Do you have to move to Russia?    ******   Or can you go back? [to Germany]


1.03:52 - JAF - Therefore you have to write to Putin  *****     and you have to come to Russia once       
*****  we are clear.

     

1:04:08 - HAJO - another question    ******    the currencies wobble     *****      Trump is prepared 
for the gold standard   ******    China is prepared for the gold standard   ******    Russia in my view 
is prepared for the gold standard       ******    can we Germans attach ourselves to the Russian 
Rubel?    *****       When we are sovereign 


1:04:54 - JAF - this is this multi- multi- multipole world, yes that's possible     ******      this is very 
simple like mathematics, we calculate   *****      in the world are 253 trillion US$    *******     all other 
currencies like Swiss Franc etc., all together are 10 times less than $      *******      in the control of 
the currencies we have 200 nations     ******     that means replacement of US$ by national 
currencies      *****       that means that US$ is used 20 times less     ****      and this will be 
replaced by other different currencies    *******     so we calculated the Russian Rubel     ******    the 
Russian Rubel covers the biggest territory of the world - one third of natural resources     ******     
as potential for active     *****      and now the Russian Rubel is 0,5% of the amount of US$

      ******       when we change to the four pole system     *****      the Rubel will take a five fold 
share     *******     the emission will be covered by export and gold - golden Rubel    *******       in 
the first days Rubel will grow up to 5% of the world volume   *******       and so you can calculate 
what  Germany can take from this cake.


1:07:30 - HAJO - today we have the fortunate circumstance that Russia and Germany have the 
same economic power.    *******       It would even not lead to distortions or to adjustment 
deferrals. Today as Russian you have the fortune to surpass us     *******         


1.08:15 - JAF - yes but the potential is there 

    

1:08:19 - HAJO - but probably because we had a standstill over 25 years.      *****      Now I don´t 
know whether he is still there. He does not move - technical break - 1:08:36 - HAJO - where did 
we stop?    


1:08:41 - HAJO - currencies and gold standard     *****      the replacement of US$ by international 
currencies    ****     would allow Russia to increase their valuta potential fife fold     ***    which 
would increase the potential to 25-30%      *****     so you also can calculate the German potential         
*****      and if we consider the Russian territory this potential is giant and it would result in the 
change of the rules         ******    the German potential is not bad too   ******    and the economic 
possibilities would be twice after the reinstitution of the sovereignty      ******       but the Germans 
do have leader qualities in Germany      *****     and so they can control the economy in a territory 
which is much bigger than the German territory.     *******      The potential of the „German Mark“ 
could fill the total potential of the EURO!     ******     Because the Euro is limited by the US$    *****      


1:10:39 - HAJO - we are totally indebted with the Euro actual we are at 12 trillion.    ******     And 
just Germany internally about 2 trillion.     *****      I’m certain this Euro system will crash shortly.      
*****     So we have to think about the future    ******    We have talked long    ****   I have enough to 
think about    ***    and now yet a fun question  *****   can Mr. Putin give „Königsberg“ to me?     ***  
Than I have another route to come into the German Empire     *****    Please consider in privacy.


1.11:52 - JAF - he will consider and consult

1:11:39 - HAJO - I love the Russian   

1:12:04 - JAF - we are all together 

1:12:07 - HAJO - we meet at the „red square“ 

1:12:12 - JAF - agreed - thank you ….. 	 	 	 1:12:17 - HAJO - NAMASTE 
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